2018-2019 3i Seminar Series

- September 7th, 2018: Dr. Lili Yang, UCLA (Sponsored by Department of Pathology) (Faculty Host: Ryan O’Connell)

- November 1st, 2018: Dr. Jeff Rathmell, Vanderbilt (Sponsored by the Diabetes and Metabolism Research Center) (Faculty Host: Jared Rutter) (Rescheduled to February 21st)

- December 7th, 2018: Dr. Phil Popovich, Ohio State (Sponsored by the Neuroscience Initiative) (Faculty Host: Tom Lane) (CANCELLED)

- January 4th, 2019: Dr. Christopher Denton, University College of London (Sponsored by Department of Internal Medicine) (Faculty Host: Tracy Frech)

- February 1st, 2019: Dr. Vincent Young, the University of Michigan (Sponsored by the Department of Internal Medicine) (Faculty Host: Daniel Leung)

- March 1st, 2019: Dr. Cyrus Ghajar, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center (Sponsored by Huntsman Cancer Institute’s Cell Response and Regulation Program) (Faculty Host: Alana Welm)

- April 5th, 2019: Dr. Jesse Bloom, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center (Sponsored by Burroughs Wellcome Fund and Department of Genetics) (Faculty Host: Nels Elde)

- May 3rd, 2019: Dr. Photini Sinnis, Johns Hopkins University (Sponsored by Department of Biochemistry) (Faculty Host: Paul Sigala)